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Introduction 
Barr and Diaconescu [1] have constructed a group for a locally simply connected 
topos which extends the notion of the fundamental group. The author, in [7], has 
defined an internal pro-group which also generalizes the notion of the fundamental 
group. The first goal of this paper is to show that the Barr-Diaconescu group is 
essentially the same as the Kennison group and to interrelate the properties of these 
groups. For example, we extend the generalized Hurewicz Theorem (as obtained in 
[7] for the profinite fundamental group) thus showing that the abelianization of the 
Barr-Diaconescu group represents the first homology group. Similarly, pro finite 
completion yields the Grothendieck profinite fundamental group. 
A further aim is to extend these results to the case where the molecular topos ~f 
is not necessarily ocally simply connected, but does have a point (i.e., a geometric 
functor p from Sets to ~). In this case, the Barr-Diaconescu construction yields 
embeddings of the topoi Sets G into e ~ whenever ~f has a connected G-torsor. These 
groups G form a filtered system and the limit is a pro-group F on Sets. Then Sets r
can be embedded into ~', onto the full subcategory of locally split objects (which 
are coproducts of split objects). F is, in effect, the fundamental group and the 
results of the previous paragraph apply. Often F can be represented by a topological 
group, the f'fltered limit (in topological groups) of the diagram of discrete groups G. 
Conditions for F to be topologically represented are given in Section 6. In general, 
Fis a localic group (see Examples 6.1-6.4). If ~f does not have a point, then ~(g) 
still looks locally like a filtered limit of groups but 7~(~') is a pro-group in cf and 
might not be 'untwistable' to get a pro-group F in Sets. 
A third objective of this paper is to clear up two errors in [7]. First, at several 
points, that paper tacitly assumed the existence of certain infinite coproducts (as 
when representing a colimit in cf as a quotient of a coproduct). These assumptions 
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should have been made explicit - assuming that ¢ is a Grothendieck topos would 
suffice. Secondly, and more seriously, the profinite exponent theorem [7, Theorenl 
3.3] is incorrect as stated. A semi-directproduct (of ~(g) and P) rather than a direct 
product should apparently have been used (see Example 6.5). We find conditions 
which guarantee that the direct product works and extend this result from the pro. 
finite case. The more general result (for semi-direct products) must remain a conjec. 
ture that might be settled in a future paper. 
1. Preliminaries 
In what follows ~0 shall always denote a connected Grothendieck topos which is 
molecular over Sets. To recall what these terms mean, let us define an object X to 
be connected (or indecomposable) if X cannot be written as a coproduct of non. 
trivial subobjects. The topos d~ is connected iff the terminal object, 1, is connected. 
is molecular [2] over Sets if each object is a coproduct of connected subobjects 
(these connected subobjects are then called molecules or components). As shown in 
[2] ~ is molecular over Sets iff the constant functor A : Sets ~ ~ (the inverse image 
part of the global sections functor) has a left adjoint iff A preserves exponentiation 
[2, Theorem 15]. (Note that A always has a right adjoint, namely the global sections 
functor, molecularity involves the existence of a left adjoint.) As noted in [2] and 
[5], these conditions are, for a spatial topos, equivalent to local connectedness. 
Consequences of ~ being a connected Grothendieck topos, molecular over Sets 
(1) If G is a group in Sets, then there is a representative s t of AG-torsors (such 
that every A G-torsor is G-equivalent to a unique member). 
(2) There is a cardinal m (dependent on ~) such that the group G admits a con- 
nected A G-torsor in • only if G has cardinal ess than m. 
Proof. (1) If T is a AG-torsor, then T× T is isomorphic to AG× T, so for each U 
in the defining site either T(U) is empty, or, by choosing t ~ T(U), in one-to-one cor- 
respondence with A G(U). Thus the cardinal of T(U) is bounded and there are only 
a set of essentially distinct ways to build a sheaf. 
(2) As ~ is molecular and connected over sets, we can represent d~ as the topos 
of sheaves over a molecular site S [2]. Then every object U of S is connected, covers 
are non-empty and zIG is the constant presheaf for which zIG(U) is always G. 
Let T: S°P~Sets be a AG-torsor in E. As noted above, each set T(U) is either 
empty or in one-to-one correspondence with ZIG(U)--G. (The correspondence 
depends on a choice of an element of T(U) to correspond with 1 in G.) If f :  U ~ g 
is in S, then T(f)  : T (V)~ T(U) is always one-to-one (as either T(V) is empty or 
else both T(V), T(U) can be put into one-to-one correspondence with G so that T(f) 
corresponds to the identity function). 
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We shall show that if G is too big (in cardinality), then T has a complemented 
subobject in ~, so T cannot be connected. To study potential subsheaves of T, we 
shall regard the sets { T(U)} (for U ranging over the objects of S) as pairwise dis- 
joint. By a subfamily of T we mean a subset H of [.J { T(U)}. We then define 
H(U)=HN T(U). Of course H need not be functorial on S. We shall however, 
determine conditions under which H is a subfunctor of T and is even a sheaf and 
even a complemented subobject. 
For a given subfamily H we shall define two larger subfamilies H* and H # as 
follows: 
(i) y 6 H* iff y = T(f)(x) for some morphism f of S and some x 6 H; 
(ii) x e H # iff there exists y e H with y = T(f)(x). 
Clearly H* is the smallest functorial extension of H. Also H # is the smallest ex- 
tension whose complement is functorial (although H # itself need not be func- 
torial). Now let m be any infinite cardinal at least as big as the cardinal of the set 
of all morphisms of S. Then if H has cardinal no bigger than m the same is true 
of H* and H # (for an element of H* is determined by a pair (x;f) with x6H and 
f a morphism of S, and similarly for H # as T( f )  is always one-to-one). Define H n 
for all positive integers n so that/-/1 =H and Hn+l = (Hn) *#. 
Let K= U H~. Then K=K*=K # so K is functorial and so its complement. 
Moreover, K is a sheaf for if {Ui} covers U in S and if xe  T(U) has restrictions 
xieK(Ui), then xeK(U)  as K=K # (and as no covers are empty). Similarly the 
complement of K is also a sheaf so K is a complemented subobject of T. Moreover, 
if H has cardinal no bigger than m, then the same is true for K. 
Thus if U has cardinal bigger than m we can choose H to be any one-element sub- 
family of T and then K is a proper, complemented subobject of T. [] 
Remark. We can drop the assumption that o ~ is Grothendieck so long as (small) co- 
limits exist and the above smallness conditions hold (where 'small' can be defined 
in terms of any infinite cardinal m). 
Miscellaneous notation 
(1) All groups are written multiplicatively so 1 denotes the group identity. 
(2) If g is an element of the group G, then g: G- ,  G denotes conjugation by g (so 
that g(x) = gxg- 1 ). 
(3) If T is a A G-torsor in d~, then each g e G gives rise to an automorphism of 
T which is denoted by g: T - ,  T. 
(4) If His  a group in Sets, then an H-object in any category is an object X together 
with a group homomorphism from H to Aut(X). If h e H, then h : X ~X again 
denotes the corresponding automorphism. We also say that X has an H-action. 
(5) If G is a group in Sets, then Cntr(G) denotes the center of G. 
(6) An object X in ~ is inhabited if the map X--. 1 is epi. 
(7) In a category with finite products, ( f ,g ) :A~Xx Y denotes the morphism 
whose projections are f : A --, X and g : A -* Y. 
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Pro-groups 
(1) A pro-group in ¢ is, as defined in [6], a left exact functor from (Set-based) 
Groups to ¢. A pro-group F is proper if there is an infinite cardinal m such that 
F is determined by its restriction to m-Groups (Groups of cardinality less than m) 
in the sense that F is the left Kan extension (obtained by canonical colimits). Since 
these extensions preserve left exactness, a proper pro-group is a left exact functor 
from m-Groups to ¢ for some m. 
(2) If F is a pro-group in ¢, then we intuitively think of F as a group 'somewhere, 
having the property that Horn(F, G) is F(G). Similarly a pro-action over F is an ob- 
ject X somewhere on which F acts so that Hom(- ,  (X, F)) defines a left-exact con- 
travariant functor on the category of actions (see [6] and the proof of Lemma 4.8). 
The category of all such pro-actions forms a topos ¢ r, which can alternatively be 
obtained by a Wraith glueing followed by a sheafification, as in [6]. Briefly, a glued 
object X consists of, for each group H, an object X(H) which admits an H-action 
over F(H) such that whenever u : K-*H is a group homomorphism, there exists a 
pullback map (u: P-* X(K) where P is the pullback of X(H) along F(u). It is re. 
quired that each (u be K-equivariant and that they compose correctly. The global 
object is a glued sheaf if each (u is H-universal (meaning that every K-equivariant 
map from H x F(K) to X(K) (over F(K) lifts through (u to an H-equivariant map 
from HxF(K)  to P). (H-universal is called ALP in [6].) 
Another (and more useful) way of representing the topos er  is discussed in Sec. 
tion 2 below. 
Fundamental pro-group 
Under the above assumptions, there is, as constructed in [7], a pro-group n which 
behaves the way the fundamental group should. In view of the examples of [7] and 
of Section 4, below, it seems necessary to use pro-groups to define a fundamental 
group in other than the locally simply connected case. ~(G) is defined as the colimit 
of all AG-torsors and G-equivariant maps. If T is a AG-torsor, we let T # be the 
quotient of T which jointly coequalizes all G-automorphisms of T. (If T is con- 
nected, then a G-automorphism ust be of the form g: T-* T for g¢ Cntr(G), so 
T # need not collapse to a single copy of 1.) If { Ti} is a representative s t of AC,- 
torsors, then n(G) is the coproduct of all T/#. 
The relation between and the cohomology groups was demonstrated in [7] for 
the profinite case. In a molecular topos, the proof can be extended to the general 
case. it shows that the abelianization of ~ (i.e., the pro-group that would concep- 
tually correspond to ~ modulo its commutator subgroup) is, in effect, the homology 
group. 
Theorem 1.1 (Generalized Hurewicz Theorem). (Let ~ be a molecular connected, 
Grothendieck topos.) Let n be the fundamental progroup. Let/-/1 :Groups ~ Sets 
be the pro-group defined by ~.~ (where p. is the global sections functor from 8 to 
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Sets). Then 
(1) 1-11 is an abelian pro-group. 
(2) For each abelian group G, HI(G ) (conceptually Hom(Hl, G)) is HI(G) (as 
would be predicted by the Universal Coefficient theorem). 
(3) I f  @ has a point p, then 1-I1 is the abelianization of  p*Tt. 
Proof. For (1) and (2) the proof of [7, Theorem 3.9] works, as [7, Lemma 3.11] 
follows from molecularity. 
As for (3) it suffices to show that Hi is abelian and that p*lt maps onto H 1 
(meaning that there is a one-to-one natural transformation Hi (G)-*p*Tt(G) which 
is onto whenever G is abelian). To map HI(G ) let seH1(G) be given. Then 
s: 1-*Tt(G) (as H l = y,~t) and p 's :  1-~p*lt(G) picking out an element of p*Tt(G). 
Moreover (as argued in [7]), s must map 1 onto T0 # where T o is a connected 
G0-torsor for Go an abelian subgroup of G. In this case, To ~ = 1, so if s and t are 
distinct elements of HI, they map onto different components of 7t(G), so p*(s) is 
distinct from p*(t) as p* preserves coproducts. (Thus the natural transformation 
from Hi to it is one-to-one.) 
Finally, if G is abelian, then each T # flattens into a copy of 1, so 1t(G) is a 
coproduct of copies of 1 and p* preserves coproducts. [] 
2. Factorable pro-groups 
A factorable pro-group is analogous to a locally connected space - they both pro- 
duce molecular topoi (Proposition 2.6). Moreover, in a molecular topos, the fun- 
damental pro-group is factorable. Factorable pro-groups have some rather technical 
properties, explored in this section, which turn out to be useful. 
In concept he pro-group F is a functor on groups which is thought of as represen- 
table. That is, for heuristic purposes, we regard F(G) as Horn(F, G). In a factorable 
pro-group the 'homomorphisms' from F to G have an 'epi-mono factorization', 
which means that we can identify which ones are onto - these are denoted by 
F0(G) ('Onto-Horn(F, G)'). Moreover, if G O _c G we routinely regard F(Go)~ F(G) 
(as F preserves monos) and by factoring, F(G) is the disjoint union of all F0(/-/) for 
all subgroups H. More formally, we state 
Definition. A pro-group F :  Groups-~ ' is factorable if for every group H there is 
a subobject Fo(H ) of F(H) (of 'onto maps') such that 
(FI) F(H) is the coproduct (or disjoint union) of Fo(Ho) where H0 ranges over 
the set of all subgroups of H (including, of course, the cases H o = { 1 } and H0 = H). 
(Note that if K ~ H, then we regard F(K) as a subobject of F(H).) We call F0 the 
onto portion of F. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  F is factorable, then 
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(F2) I f  H c_ G is a proper subgroup, then F(H) can be regarded as a subobject of 
F(G) and as such F(H) is disjoint from Fo(G). 
(F3) I f  u : K--*H is an onto group homomorphism, then F(u) maps Fo(K) into 
to(H). 
Moreover, the onto portion Fo is determined uniquely, if it exists. 
Proof. F(G) is the disjoint uniton of all Fo(G0) and F(H) is the disjoint union of 
those F0(Go) for which Go_ H. From this (F2) follows. Also the final sentence of 
the lemma follows, as Fo(G ) must be the complement of the union of all F(H) 
where H ranges over the proper subgroups of G. 
To prove (F3) it suffices to show that the image of F0(K) is disjoint from F(J) 
for all proper subgroups J of H. But if this image is not disjoint from some F(Ho) '
then F0(K ) is not disjoint from F(u-l(Ho)). (To show this, let X be the image of 
Fo(K) so there is an epi Fo(K)-~X and a mono X-+F(H). Let I be the intersection 
of X and F(Ho). Then the intersection of ]"(u-I(H0)) and F0(K ) is the pullback of 
I along Fo(K)-+X and the pullback of a non-empty object along an epi is non- 
empty - use the facts that F preserves pullbacks and a pullback of an epi is epi.) [] 
Lelnma 2.2. A pro-group F is factorable iff there is a subobject Fo(G) c_ F(G) for 
all G such that the following are satisfied: 
(FI') F(G) is the union of  Fo(Go) as Go ranges over all subgroups of  G. 
(F2) (as above - I f  H is a proper subgroup of G, then F(H) is disjoint from 
to(G).) 
Proof. Let Go and G l be distinct subgroups of G. It remains to show that F0(G0) 
and F0(G1) are disjoint subobjects of F(G). But Fo(Go)AFo(GI) is contained in 
F(Go)NF(G1) =F(GoAG1) (as F is left exact, GONG1 must be a proper subgroup 
of Go or Gl, say Go, then F0(G0)nF0(Gl) is contained in F(GoAGI)AFo(Go) which 
is empty by (F2). [] 
Remark. (1) Not every pro-group is factorable. For one thing the union of all F(H) 
as Hranges over the proper subgroups of G might not be a complemented subobject 
of F(G). Even if the complement exists, F may still fail to be factorable - Example 
6.1 shows that pro-groups in Sets need not be factorable. 
(2) The inverse image of a factorable pro-group is factorable as inverse image 
functors preserve coproducts. 
(3) If cf is molecular, connected and Grothendieck, then the fundamental group 
is factorable and proper (see Proposition 2.8). The idea is that a A G-torsor T 
represents a 'map of 7r onto G' iff T is connected.) 
Notation. In any category with finite products, A is a subdirect product of B and £ 
if A is subobject of B × C such that the projections from A to B and C are both epi. 
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lleflnifion. Let Onto-Grp be the category of all groups and onto group homomor- 
phisms. A functor F0: Onto-Grp--, g is pre-left exact iff 
(PL-1) Fo preserves the terminal object 1. 
(PL-2) If u and v are distinct onto maps from G to H, then the equalizer of Fo(U) 
and F0(v) is empty. 
(PL-3) If A is a subdirect product of G and H (in the category of Groups), then 
Fo(A) maps monomorphically into F0(G) × F0(H), and Fo(G) × F0(H ) is the disjoint 
union of all F0(A) as A ranges over the subdirect products of G and H. 
Proposition 2.3. F 0 from Onto-Grp to ~ is pre-left exact i f f  F o is the onto portion 
of a factorable pro-group (which is uniquely determined). 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
Factorable pro-groups F have the advantage that it is technically easier to deal 
with the resulting topos, ~fr. This follows from 
Definition. Let F0 be a pre-left exact functor into ~. Then X is an onto-glued- 
object if for each group H, X(H) is an H-object over F0(H ) such that whenever 
u: K-~ H is an onto group homomorphism there is a pullback map ~,, :P ~ X(K) 
(where P is the pullback of X(H) along Fo(U)) such that 
(1) ~u is K-equivariant over F0(K); (Note that X(H)  acquires an action by K via 
u:K-*H.) 
(2) Given o: J - *K  and u :K--*H, onto, then ~oFo(O)*(~u)= ~uo (where F0(o)* is 
the pullback functor, along F0(o)). 
Moreover, X is an onto-glued-sheaf if each ~u has the H-universal property (call- 
ed 'ALP' in [6]. Since u is onto, H-universality is relatively simple: ~u must be a 
monomorphism apping onto the subset of X(K) which is left fixed by the K-action 
of elements in the kernel of u. 
IId'mition. If X and Y are onto-glued-objects (or sheaves) (for some F0), then a 
morphism f from X to Y is a set of maps f (H)  : X (H) - .  Y(H) over Fo(H), that 
commutes with the H-action and the pullback maps. 
Proposition 2.4. Let F o be pre-left exact into ~ and the onto portion of  a pro- 
group F. Then, the onto-glued-objecs form a topos and the onto-glued-sheaves form 
an included subtopos (i.e., obtained by sheafification, as in [5]) which is equivalent 
to ~r. 
Proof. (Sketch) For details see the proof of [6, Theorem 1.1]. That the onto-glued- 
objects are a topos follows from Wraith glueing. The topology used for onto-glued- 
sheaves i analogous to that found in [6]. Given an onto-glued-sheaf, it extends to 
a 'glued object with ALP' in a unique way (to get an object over F(H) write F(H) 
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as the disjoint union of all F0(H0)), the part over F0(H0) is determined by X(Ho) 
and the requirement of H-universality implies that it must be H®X(Ho). The 
equivalence between onto-glued-sheaves and glued-objects with ALP is now verified 
in a direct but tedious manner. As shown in [6] the category of glued-objects with 
ALP is equivalent to e r. [] 
The following result extends [6, Lemma 3.4]. 
Proposition 2.5. Let F be a factorable, proper pro-group on E. Then there is an 
underlying set functor U*: E r--, E which is an inverse image functor. 
Proof. Let m be a cardinal with respect o which F is proper (so that F is the left 
Kan extension of its restriction to m-Grp). Let X be an onto-glued-sheaf with 
respect to F0. Form the coproduct of all X(H) for which H is a group of cardinali. 
ty less than m. Factor out by the equivalence r lation induced by the pullback maps 
(that is, whenever u :K - ,H  is onto, let (u :P-,X(K) and u': P- ,X(H)  be the 
pullback map and the part of the pullback diagram that defines P). This produces 
two maps from P to the union of all X(H). Define U*(X) as the joint coequalizct 
of all such pairs of maps. It is readily shown that U*(X) is a functor from ~,r to 
We next define a functor W from e ~ to e ~r  so that on the object E in ~, W(E) 
is the onto-glued-object for which W(E)(H) is EHx Fo(H). The H-action on E H is 
defined so that h .f(x) -f(xh). (Note that E H can be regarded as the product of E 
with itself 'H  times', as H is in Sets. The H-action then amounts to a permutation 
of the projection.) Similarly, when u:K - ,H  is onto, define (u:EH~EKby 
(u ( f )=f ,  (and extend to •:P- - ,  W(E)(K)). If E is in ~0, then U*W(E) is a quo- 
tient of a coproduct of objects of the form EH× Fo(H) each of which maps to E H, 
and then to E via evaluation at 1. It is readily shown that this defines a map from 
U*W(E) to E. It remains to show that this is a back adjunction in order to verify 
that W is the right adjoint of U*. If b : U*(X)~E is given, then each X(H) maps 
to U*(X), and then to E. (Note that F0(H) must be empty unless H has cardinality 
less than m as F(H) is the union of F(Hi) for Hi groups of such cardinality. 
Therefore X(H) is empty if H is too big.) 
Let b0 denote the map from X(H) to E. Define bl from X(H) to E H so that 
p(h)bl =boh where p(h) is the projection onto E and h :X(/- / )~X(H) is from the 
H-action on X(/-/). It is readily shown that this leads to the required map making 
W the right adjoint of U*. 
It remains to prove that U* is left exact. To do this we note that U*(X) is, in ef- 
fect, a filtered colimit of the objects X(/-/), in the sense that the equivalence r lation 
on the union of the X(H)'s as Used to produce the quotient U*(X) is generated as 
follows: x ~ X(H) and y ~ X(K) are equivalent iff there exists a group J with onto 
maps u: J - ,H ,  v:J-- ,K such that we have ~u(x)=(o(y) (in the topos of objects 
over F0(J)). (This statement with 'elements' readily translates into a diagram with 
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pullbacks in ~.) Moreover, we may as well asssume that J=H×K (as ~{~v) is
~ono). From this it is easily shown that U* preserves finite left limits (in much the 
same way as showing that filtered colimits preserved them). [] 
Remark (Functors between ezr  and ez). (1) There is always the fixed-point functor, 
U0: ~r_} ~ where Uo(X) =X(1) is X is a glued-sheaf (or onto-glued-sheaf). 
U0 is geometric with inverse image part given by 
(2) K: e ~ ~r ,  the constant (or trivial) functor where K(E) is the 'object E with 
trivial F-action'. So K(E) is the sheafification of the object having value F(H) x E 
at H. (If F is factorable, K(E) as an onto-glued-sheaf is simply defined so that 
K(E)(H) = Fo(H) x E. ) 
(3) If F is proper and factorable, then there is also an 'underlying object functor' 
U* as defined above which is an inverse image functor. Moreover, UoK= U'K= 
the identity on ~. 
As noted above, U* has a right adjoint 
(4) W" ~--} ~r,  as discussed above. 
(5)  Morevover, if F is proper and factorable, then K has a left adjoint 
V: ez r__} ez defined below. 
(6) Finally, in some cases U* has a left adjoint F :  • --}e z r  (e.g., if e z =Sets and 
if F is representable by an actual group. But if F is not representable, F does not 
exist). 
Proposition 2.6. I f  F is a factorable, proper pro-group on the molecular, connected 
Grothendieck topos ~, then K: ~ --* e z r  has a left adjoint, so ~ r is molecular over 
Sets. 
Proof (Sketch). Let X be an onto-glued-sheaf. Each X(H) has an equivalence r la- 
tion of 'being in the same H-orbit'. This persists to an equivalence r lation of 'being 
in the same orbit' for U*(X). (The pullbacks ~u preserve orbits as each u is onto.) 
Let V(X) be the quotient of U*(X) modulo this relation of having the same orbit. 
Then, there is an obvious map from VK(E) to E which has the required adjunction 
property. [] 
Lemma 2.7. I f  T is a AG-torsor in ~ (and i f  ¢~ is molecular) and i f  To is a con- 
nected component O.e., a molecule) o f  T, then there exists a subgroup Go E G such 
that T O is a connected A Go-torsor and T= G ® To. 
Proof. For each g ¢ G the corresponding automorphism g: T-* T clearly maps the 
molecules of T isomorphically onto molecules. Let G O be the set of all g which map 
To onto To. The action of Go makes To into a AGo-tOrsor and G®To= T via the 
map which sends g®t  to gt. [] 
lhroposition 2.8. I f  ~g is molecular (as well as connected and Grothendieck), then 
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the fundamental pro-group ~ is factorable and proper. 
Proof. Let ~0(G) be the part of ~(G) arising from connected AG-torsors. Then 
~(G) is the union of all ~0(G0), in view of the above lemma, so ~0 satisfies (FI') 
of Lemma 2.2. It remains to verify (F2). Let H be a proper subgroup of G and let 
T be a AH-torsor. Regard ~z(H) c_ ~(G) with T corresponding to the torsor G®T, 
which is disconnected (as T=H® T~ G® T is complemented). Finally, ~ is proper 
as there is a bound on Cardinal(G) for those G admitting connected AG-torsors in 
E (as noted in the previous section). [] 
In [6], the product and coproduct for a pair of pro-groups F and ¢/in ~ are def'm. 
ed, so that the product generalizes the direct product for groups (and is a product 
in the dual of the category of pro-groups in e ~ and natural transformation since 
natural transformations correspond to group homomorphisms in the opposite direc- 
tion). Recall that (Fx  ~P)(G) is the union of all F(Go) x ~(GI) where Go, GI are a 
pair of commuting subgroups of G. (The union is taken as a union of subobjects 
of F(G) x ~(G).) If we define (Fx  ~P)0(G) as the union of Fo(Go) × ~0(G1) where 
Go, G 1 commute and G = GoG1, then, by Lemma 2.2, it follows that Fx  ~ is fac- 
torable. We have therefore proven 
Lemma 2.9. I f  F and qJ are factorable pro-groups, then so is [" x ~. 
Remark. By a similar proof F + q~ is factorable if F and q~ are. 
3. The locally simply connected case 
A topos generally does not satisfy the superficially plausible sounding condition 
that the product of connected objects is connected. For example, if T is a connected 
A G-torsor, then T x T is equivalent to A G x T which is clearly disconnected (if O 
is non-trivial). In this case T is said to split itself and in general an object U splits 
the inhabited object E (or E~ SpI(U)) iff Ex  U is equivalent to An x U over U (as 
defined in [1]). As shown in [1] the study of split objects can be reduced to the study 
of objects plit by connected A G-torsors for various G. The following results hows 
when one torsor splits another: 
Proposition 3.1 (Barr and Diaconescu [1]). Let T be a connected AG-torsor and S 
a connected AH-torsor. Then T splits $ iff there exists a group homomorphism 
O: G-*H (necessarily onto) for which O#(T) (defined as H® T) is isomorphic to 
S. (Note that O is not unique, but is determined up to conjugation.) 
Proof. Follows from [I, Lemma 2 and Proposition 10] (note that the construction 
of A in [1, Proposition 3] shows that A = T for the category SpI(T) of objects plit 
by T). [] 
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Corollary 3.2. The above proposition holds even i f  S is not connected, in which case 
is not onto. 
proof. Since T splits S, T clearly splits any molecule So of S. Such a molecule So 
is a connected AH0-torsor, by Lemma 2.7, so by Proposition 3.1 there exists 
o0:G-~H 0with So= ~ (T). Let i :Ho~H be the inclusion, then 0 = iOo has the re- 
quired property (as O # (T)= i # (So)=H®So=S).  (Neither O, nor its image Ho in 
H is uniquely determined.) [] 
Notation. If the group K acts on an object T, then the quotient of T obtained 'by 
factoring out the action of K '  is the joint coequalizer of all k: T-~ T. 
Lemma 3.3. I f  a : G ~ His  onto and i f  T is a d G-torsor, then the induced H-torsor 
a # (T) is T/a, denoting the quotient of  T obtained by factoring out the action of  
Ker(a). A well-defined H-action can be defined on T/a by defining h: T/a--, T/a 
as the map induced by g: T-* T where a(g) = h. 
Proof. As constructed in [7], a#(T)  is H®T which is easily seen to be T/a. [] 
Lemma 3.4. I f  T is a connected AG-torsor and i f  T # is obtained by factoring out 
the action o f  the group o f  G-equivariant automorphisms o f T (so T # c_ it(G) as 
noted in Section 1), then T ~ = T/q where q: G~G/Cntr (G)  is the quotient map. 
Proof. Since T is connected, the only (global) maps in E from T to T are the maps 
g: T--, T for g ~ G. (For if f :  T ~ T, then (f, 1) maps T to a molecule of T x T which 
must be o f the  form Tg= {(t l, t2)]t I =gt2}. Then f=g. )  Finally, g is G-equivariant 
iff g e Cntr(G). [] 
Lemma 3.5. Let T be a connected A G-torsor and a :G-~H be onto. Then 
ag : G ~ H (the composition o f  a with conjugation by g) has the same kernel as a, 
so T/a and T/ag are equivalent as objects but have different H-actions. The map 
induced by g gives rise to an H-equivariant map g: T/ag ~ T/a. 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
Theorem 3.6. Let ~ be locally simply connected. Then there is a group G (the 
Barr-Diaconescu f ndamental group) and a connected A G.torsor T which splits all 
splittable objects, as constructed in [1 ]. 
The Kennison fundamental pro-group x (from [7]) is locally like G in the sense 
that 
7t(/-/) x T= A (Horn(G, H)) x T (over T). 
The equivalence is natural in the sense that n( - )  x T and z l (Hom(G,-) )  x T are 
equivalent pro-groups in ET. 
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Proof. Since 7~ and Hom(G, - )  are both factorable (even when lifted to pro. 
groups in ¢fr), it suffices to show that their onto portions, 7r0(H)× T and 
A (Epi(G, H)) x T are naturally equivalent over T. 
For each (onto) homomorphism a in Epi(G, H), we have a # (T) is T/a and Tie 
maps to xo(H) by further factoring out by the action of Cntr(H). This produces a 
map fa: T--* 7~0(H). We define 
2 : A (Epi(G, H)) × T--* n0(H) × T 
so that on {a} x T (equivalent to T), the map A is (equivalent to) (fa, 1) from T to 
7~0(H) × T. 
We first claim that A is epi. By Proposition 3.1, every connected AH-torsor S 
arises from some 'onto' a :  G--,H. To show that the entire product S # × T is in the 
image of A, it suffices to show that this image is closed under the action of 
H/Cntr(H). But, from Lemma 3.5, if (s, t) = A(a, t)= (fa(t), t), then (hs, t)=A(B, t)= 
(fp(t),t) where B=o~g and a(g-1)=h. 
We next claim that A is mono. Clearly the restriction of A to {a} × T is mono (as 
it is a map over T). It suffices to show that A maps {a} × T and {]~} × T into disjoint 
subobjects of n0(H)x T when a~fl .  But the intersection of these images dearly 
maps onto the equalizer of fa and f~ which maps to the equalizer of 7~0(a ) and 
7~0(B) which is empty as 7t0 is the onto portion of 7r, so is pre-left exact. 
Finally, we must show that A is natural. Let u: H--,H" be onto. It suffices to show 
that 7~o(u)fa=f,~ a. But fa=7~o(a)q where q:T - ,T  # is the quotient map. So 
7~o(u)f a = lZo(U)l~o(a)q = xo(uoOq = f ua. [] 
Corollary 3.7. I f  G is the Barr-Diaconescu f ndamental group of  ~, then, in addi- 
tion to being, in effect, the Kennison fundamental group, G has an abelianization 
which is Hi o f  ,f (in the sense o f  Theorem 1.1) and a profinite completion which 
is the Grothendieck profinite fundamental group. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.1 and [7, Theorem 3.7]. [] 
4. The fundamental pro-group in the non-iocsfly simply connected case 
If ~ is not locally simply connected, then an ordinary group seems not to suffio 
to be the fundamental group. In some cases, a topological group is the natural fun 
damental group (see Examples 6.2, 6.3). More generally, a localic group is neede 
(see Example 6.1). 
In [1], an object E of • is defined to be in Spl(~f) if it is inhabited (i.e., E- ,  
is epi) and split by some object U of ~f. In the locally simply connected case, Spl(# 
is equivalent to Sets ° for a group G in Sets. However, as follows from the resull 
of [1], in the general case there is a filtered system of full embeddings of SetsH int 
Spl(~f), the union of the images of these mbeddings. So Spl(8) is obtained by glw 
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ing together a system of categories of the form Sets n. We shall show that, if 6. has 
a point, then there is a pro-group F obtained by 'glueing the various groups H '  so 
that Setsr embeds into 6' (onto the category of coproducts of split objects). 
Moreover, F is, in effect, the fundamental pro-group of 6. in the sense of [7]. 
Definition. An object of 6. is locally split if it is a coproduct of objects from Spl(6.). 
The full subcategory of locally split objects is denoted by LocSpl(6.). 
Lemma 4.1. Spl(6.) is a filtered union of  categories SpI(A), each of which is reflec- 
tive, coreflective and of the form Sets °. Moreover, A can be taken to be a con- 
nected A G.torsor. 
proof. This follows from [1]. [] 
Lemma 4.2. LocSpl(6.) is closed under the formation of  finite limits and all colimits. 
proof. Let X, Y be in LocSpl(6.) and let X = ~, Xi and Y= ~, Y~ represent X and Y 
as coproducts of molecules, which are all necessarily in Spl(6.). Then Xx  Y is 
~, (Xi x Yj)and, for each (i,j), there exists A with Xi, Yj in SpI(A) so X i x Yj is in 
Spl(A) also (by Lemma 4.1). So LocSpl(6.) is closed under f'mite products. A similar 
argument, looking at molecules, shows that LocSpl(6.) is closed under the forming 
of equalizers. 
Since LocSpl(6.) is, by definition, closed under all coproducts, it remains to con- 
sider coequalizers. Let u, o map X to Y and let K be their coequalizer. Let R ~ Y x Y 
be the kernel pair of Y ~ K. Then, by repeated pullbacks, it can be shown that R 
is a union of W--, Y x Y where each W is connected and in Spl(6.). Let Y/be a 
molecule of Y and let R i be RN(Y/x Y/). We claim that Yi/Ri is a molecule of K. 
(For if W-,  Y x Y factors through j~ : W--, Y/and j~ : W--, Yj, then the image of Y/ 
and Yj (in K) coincide because W, Y/, Yj and their pushouts are all in some SpI(A) 
and, in this category, molecules are atoms - that is, they have no subobjects in 
Spl(A), by [1, Corollary 2].) Therefore it suffices to show that each Yi/Ri is in 
Spl(A). 
Let Y~ be in Spl(A)= Sets n. It suffices to show that R i, the equivalence relation 
on Y/, is also in SpI(A). But by [1, Proposition 5], each image of W is contained 
in some SpI(B), and we may as well assume that Spl(B) contains SpI(A). But SpI(A) 
is closed under the forming of 6.-subobjects which exist in a larger SpI(B) (for if 
SpI(B) = Sets ~ and SpI(A) = Sets n, then the inclusion of SpI(A) in SpI(B) is induced 
by an onto homomorphism ¢: G-*H (by [1, Proposition 10]) and it is clear that 
G-subobjects of H-sets are H-subobjects). Therefore K=~,(Yi/Ri) is in 
LocSpl(6.). [] 
Corollary 4,3. LocSpl(6.) is coreflective and is a subtopos of  6. with the coreflection 
--' LocSpl(6.) being the geometric surjection associated with an idempotent, left- 
exact co-monad (see [5, p. 103]). 
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Proof. In view of the preceding lemma, it clearly suffices to show that LocSpl(a) 
is coreflective, and by Freyd's theorem, it suffices to find a 'solution set' for each 
object E of @. However, the coproduct of all coreflections of E into the various 
SpI(A) is readily shown to be a one-element solution set for maps from LocSpl(a) 
to a. (Note that we can insist that A be a connected G-torsor for some G [1, Pro- 
position 3 and Theorem 4] and as noted in Section 1, above, there is, to within 
equivalence, only a set of such objects A.) [] 
Definition (The filtered system). Assume that ~ has a point with inverse image 
p*:  ~ ~ Sets which has been chosen once and for all. By a splitting system, we mean 
a quadruple (A, G, I, a) where A is a connected AG-torsor in ~, where I is a full 
embedding of Sets 6 into ¢ such that I (G)=A, where G=Aut(A) and where 
a ~p*(A). (Note that G is regarded as an object of Sets c because G acts on itself 
by left multiplication, so I (G)=A makes sense. The existence of a splitting system 
for each A follows from [1].) 
Furthermore, if (A, G,/, a) and (B, H, J, b) are splitting systems, we say that 
(A, G,/, a)_< (B, H, J, b) iff A e SpI(B). (As will be shown below, this defines a 
filtered pre-ordering on the splitting systems. That is, < is reflexive and transitive 
and every pair of systems is bounded above.) 
Remark. We shall construct a representative s t of splitting systems as follows. 
First, there is a representative s t of connected torsors (as noted in Section 1). For 
each A G-torsor T, any two embeddings of Sets a into SpI(T) are naturally equi- 
valent (every functorial automorphism of Sets a is equivalent to the identity). Thus 
we choose a 'canonical' embedding I, for which I(G)= T. From now on, we shall, 
without explicit mention deal with this representative filtered set of splitting systems. 
Note. The lemmas below are strongly based on the construction given in [1]. 
Lemma 4,4. I f  (A, G, I, a) is a splitting system and if U: Sets G ~ Sets is the under- 
lying set functor, then there is a unique natural equivalence !I: U--,p*I for which 
r/(G)(1) =a. (We call tl the canonical equivalence.) 
Proof. Let X in Sets ° be given. Each element xe  U(X) arises from a unique map 
(x) : G -*X that sends 1 to x. If r/is a natural transformation with q(G)(I) = a, then 
rt(X)(x) must be p*I(x)(a). It is readily verified that r/, defined in this way, is 
natural. Finally p* l  is clearly an inverse image functor (I is an inverse image functor 
by Corollary 4.3), and therefore p* I  must be equivalent to U (all inverse image func- 
tors from Sets c to Sets are equivalent). Moreover, the only natural transforma- 
tions from U to U are equivalences (namely the transformations arising from the 
action of g for each g ~ G), so r/is an equivalence. [] 
Lemma 4.5. The collection of  splitting systems is (in effect) a filtered set. 
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We shall work with a representative s t of splitting systems (see the above 
remark). Given two splitting systems (A, G,I,a) and (B,/-/, J, b), then Spl(A x B) 
contains both Spl(A) and Spl(B) (by [1, Lemma 2]) and so, by the construction given 
in [1] there is a splitting system which is bigger than both of the given systems. 
Lemma 4.6. Let (A, G, I, a) <_ (B, H, J, b) be splitting systems. Then there is a unique 
f: B--,A in @ for which p*(f)(b)= a and a unique onto homomorphism ¢ :H~ G 
such that fh=¢(h) f  (recall H=Aut(B), G=Aut(A)). Finally there is a unique 
natural equivalence from i to Jq)* which commutes with the canonical equivalences 
(where ~*" Sets c ~ Sets H is the obvious functor induced by ~p). 
Proof. Since SpI(B) is equivalent to Sets H (with B equivalent to H and p* to an 
underlying set functor), there is a unique f :B~A for which p*(f)(b)=a. The 
group homomorphism ¢ :H~ G constructed in [1, Proposition 10] clearly has the 
required property. (Note that [1, Proposition 10] depends on [1, Corollary 4] 
which is stated in dual form. It should assume that E is connected and conclude that 
there is a unique h e Aut(A) with fh =g.) Finally, the natural equivalence from I to 
J¢* is clearly determined on the level of underlying sets (via p*) since it must com- 
mute with the canonical equivalences. It remains to show that the equivalences come 
from maps in ~ - or that they are H-equivariant - but this is immediate. [] 
Definition. The fundamental inverse system of groups is defined over the filtered 
set of splitting systems by assigning G to (A, G,/, a) and ~ :H--, G of the above 
lemma whenever (A, G,/, a)_< (B, H, J, b). 
We further define F as the pro-group in Sets which is (conceptually) the inverse 
limit of these groups, that is I'(H)= Colimit(Hom(G, H)) (where G is in the fun- 
damental system). (Note that the pro-group/', thought of as a limit of the G's, is 
defined by a colimit, since there is a dual relation between groups G and functors 
Hom(G, -) .)  
Theorem 4.7. Assume that ~ has a point p* (as well as being molecular, connected 
and Grothendieck). Let f" be defined as above. Then LocSpl(~')/s equivalent to 
Sets r. Moreover, F is p*lt where n is the fundamental pro-group. (Therefore F has 
a profinite completion which is the Grothendieck fundamental group and an 
abelianization which behaves as HI of  @.) 
Proof. As shown by the lemmas below, whenever (A, G,/, a) is a splitting system, 
there is an embedding of Sets ~ into Sets/', just as there is an embedding I of Sets 6 
into ~'. Those objects in Sets r which are in the union of the images of the Sets 6 
can map functorially into Spl(e ~) as follows: whenever X~ U sets~ (as a subcategory 
of Setsr), choose any (,4, G,l,a) for which Xe  Sets 6 and map Xto  I(X) in Spl(~'). 
If X, Y are in this union and if (B,/-/, J, b) is chosen for Y, then there exists 
(C, E, K, c), big enough so that I(X) is equivalent (using Lemma 4.6) to K(X) and 
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J(Y) to K(Y). Maps from X to Y give rise to maps from K(X) to K(Y) which, via 
the equivalences, produce maps from I(X) to J(Y). By the uniqueness of the 
equivalence found in Lemma 4.6, this definition is independent of the choice of 
(C,E,K,c). 
It further follows from the lemmas below that every object in Sets r is a 
coproduct of objects in ~ Sets G, as, analogously, every object of LocSpl0f) is a 
coproduct of objects from Spl(cf). Since maps betWeen these coproducts must send 
molecules to molecules, they are determined by the maps between molecules and the 
coproduct structure. Thus the functor described above extends to a full embedding 
of Sets r onto LocSpl(¢). 
The proof that F=p*~r is sketched as follows: It suffices to consider the onto por. 
tions of the two pro-groups p*Tt0 and F0 (it being readily shown that F and p*Tr ate 
both factorable). Let x ~p*7~o(H) be given. Since p* preserves coproducts, there is 
a connected A H-torsor T with x ~ p *(T # ). Also, x arises from some t~ p *(T) as p* 
preserves the epi: T - ,  T #. By [1], there is an embedding I:Sets~--,Spl(T) for 
which I(H) = T. Then (T, H,/, t) is (in effect) a splitting system. We must find an 
element of F0(H) to associate with x in p'no(H). But there is Horn(H, -)--,F(-), 
(as H is in the filtered system t and F is defined by a colimit) and the onto maps 
in Horn( / / , - )  clearly map to F0(-) so the identity map 1H is sent to the required 
element of Fo(H). [] 
Lemma 4,8. Let {Gi} be an inversely filtered system of  groups with compatible 
onto maps O : Gj--,Gi whenever i<j  (where <_ is a pre-ordering etc.) Let F be the 
pro-group for which F(H) is the colimit of  Hom(Gi, H). Then Sets r contains the 
filtered union of  all categories of  the form Sets oj (where Sets Gi is identified with a 
full subcategory of  Sets oi via O* whenever i< j). We call the F-sets which are in 
this filtered union, the uniform F-sets. Then every object of Sets r is a coproduct 
of uniform objects. Moreover, Sets r is molecular, and all molecules are uniform. 
Proof. We first recall the definition of a F-set [6], which requires ome other def'mi- 
tions: An action is a pair (A, G) where the group G acts on the set A. An action 
map from (A, G) to (B, H) is a pair (m, f )  where m:A- ,B ,  and f:H-~ G is a 
homomorphism such that m(fha)= h(ma) for all a e A, h ¢H. (We also call m an 
action map overf.) Let Act be the category of actions and action maps. Then a F-set 
is a functor V: Act°P - - ,Sets  which is left exact, for which V(O, G)=F(G) and such 
that V restricted to (SetsO) °p preserves all limits. 
For example, suppose that Gi acts on A. Then, whenever i<_j, Gj also acts on A 
via O : Gj--, Gi. We regard A as a functor on Act °p by letting A(B, H) be the colimit 
of Hom((B, H), (A, Gj)) (the horn set being in the category Act). In this way Sets °t 
embeds into Sets r. The rest of the lemma follows from the lemma below (which 
in effect, a restatement of this lemma). 
Lemma 4.9. Let V: Act  °p ~ Sets be a F-Set where F is as above. Then there is a 
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[3 ~ such that 
(1) Gi acts on Vi. 
(2) I f  i~j ,  then Vic_ Vj and the Gj action on V~ is compatible with that induced 
by qb : Gj"* Gi. 
(3) V is the colimit of the contravariant representable functors, Hom(-,  V/) (the 
I4om being in the category Act). 
Moreover, every such union of Gi-sets is a F-set and maps from V to W corres- 
pond to compatible families of  Gi-equivariant functions from Vi to Wi. 
proof. Consider U*:Setsr--*Sets, the underlying set functor of Proposition 2.5. 
Then U*(V) is the set of equivalence classes [a, e] of ordered pairs (a, tr) for which 
aeA and e ~ V(A, H) (where (al, el) is equivalent to (a2, a2) if there is an action 
map (m, s)with m(al) = a2 and V(m, s)(tr2) = trl). 
Let V/c_ U*(V) be the subset of elements of the form [a, tr] for which e projects 
to an element of F(H) representable bya homomorphism from Gi, say f :  G~-* H. 
(The projection of V(A, H) to F(H) arises from the obvious action map (~ H) to 
(A, H) and the fact that V([I, H )= F(H).) We define an action of Gi on V/so that 
g[a, a] = [f(g)a, a]. Note that V/_ Vj for i<_j. 
Let V~ also denote the contravariant, representable functor from Act °p to Set of 
the form Horn(-, (V~, Gi)). We claim that the functor V is the colimit of the func- 
tors V~, after which the lemma follows. To show this, let (B, K) be an action and 
let ae  V(B,K) be given, projecting onto f :  Gi--*K in F(K). Then the map B-* V/ 
which sends b to [b, a] is an action map over f so is in V/(B, K). This produces a
map 
V(B, K)--* U V~(B, K). 
It remains to show that this map is natural, one-to-one and onto. Naturality is readi- 
ly proven, the one-to-one property follows from Lemma 4.10 (below), so it remains 
to show ontoness. Let (m,f) in Vi(B,K) be given, where m :B--, V i, f :  Gi-*K, etc. 
Let m(b)=[a(b),tr(b)] with a(b)~A(b) and a(b)~ V(A(b),H(b)). Let tr(b) project 
onto s(b) : Gi-* H(b). So Gi acts on each H(b) via s(b) in the sense that the action 
(A(b~ Gi) is the pushout of (A(b~ H(b)) along s(b): (0, H(b))--,(~, Gi). Since V(b) 
takes pushouts in Act to pullbacks, we may as well assume that H(b) = Gi, and that 
s(b) is the identity function, for all b~B. Since m(f(g)b)=gm(b), we see that 
[a(b'),tr(b')] = Lga(b~tr(b)] when b'=f(g)b. It is possible to construct an action 
(C, Gi) with Gi-cquivariant maps from A(b) and A(b') which force this relation. 
(Since [a(b'), tr(b')] = Lga(b~ tr(b)], there exist an action (D,L) and ~, e V(D, L) and 
action maps from (A, Gi) and (B, Gi) to (D, L) which determine the equivalence of 
(a(b'), tr(b')) with (ga(b), a(b)). We can assume further that ~, projects to Fo(L), so 
the two action maps from L to G~ must coincide (else we factor through their 
equalizer subgroup of L). If C is the image of A UB in D, then Gi acts on C etc.) 
Let (D, Gi)be the colimit in Sets c' of the diagram of all (A(b~ Gi) and (C, Gi)'s. 
Then there exists tre V(D, Gi) which projects onto each tr(b), as V preserves all 
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limits from the dual of Sets c'. The resulting map from (B, K) to (D, Gi) is an ac. 
tion map (over f )  and V applied to this action map sends (7 to the required member 
of V(B, K). [] 
Lemma 4.10. We use the notation of  the above proof. Let (B, K) be an action. If 
al and t72 are in V(B,K), projecting onto the same element a of  F(K) and if 
[b, t7~] = [b, a2] for all b e B, then al = t72. 
Proof. (1)It suffices to assume that a eFo(K), meaning that a is represented by an 
onto homomorphism f :  Gi--* K. (To prove this, let f :  Gi--" K represent a and let g0 
be its range. Clearly a e Fo(Ko). The obvious map r: (B, K)--* (B, K0) is epi in Act, 
so V(r) is mono and [b, V(r)al] = [b, V(r)a2] for all b (by a pushout argument). If 
we can deduce that V(r)al = V(r)tT2, then al = a2.) 
(2) It further suffices to assume that K acts transitively on B, or that B is a single 
K-orbit. (To prove this, represent B as a coproduct of K-orbits, or molecules, and 
use the fact that V maps this coproduct o a product as V preserves all limits of 
(SetsK) °p. Thus the proof can be done one orbit at a time, showing that all projec, 
tions of al and t72 coincide. Note that the assumption t~ e Fo(K) can be main. 
tained.) 
(3) In view of (1) and (2), we may as well assume that K acts transitively on B 
and a e F0(K). Choose b ~ B (if B is empty, then V(B, K)= F(K) and o" 1 - -0~-  0"2). 
Since [b, (71] = [b, t72], there exist ¢/e V(C,L) and maps (mi,j~) from (B, K) to (C,L) 
such that ml (b)= m2(b ) and V(mi ,  f i )(¢/) = (7 i for i = 1, 2 (as it can be readily shown 
that this is what the equivalence relation defining U*(V) amounts to). Let ]~ e F(L) 
be the projection of ~, then F(3~)(fl)= a, so each f / i s  onto and we may as well 
assume that f l  =f2 (else we can replace L by the equalizer of f l , f2, using a push- 
out argument). Since f l  =f2 is onto and since K acts transitively and since 
ml(b)=m2(b), we can deduce that ml=m2. Let (m,f)=(ml,f l )=(me,f2),  then 
each tT i is V(m,f)(~), so t71 = 0.2. [] 
Remark. If ~ does not have a point, then the above result (Theorem 4.7) still holds 
if LocSpl(¢) has a point. Conversely, if LocSpl(¢) is equivalent to Sets r, then it 
must have a point in view of Proposition 2.5. It is an open question as to whetha 
or not LoCSpl(¢~) must have a point. If it does not, then the fundamental pro-group 
is inherently 'twisted' and fives in ~ (even in LocSpl(¢) but is not representable in 
Sets. 
5. The exponent heorem 
The exponent theorem concerns the fundamental group of g ~, or, more general- 
ly, of g , t r  where F is a pro-group in Sets. Theorem 5.7 below extends (and c0r- 
rects) [7, Theorem 3.3], stated for the profinite case. A more general theorm 
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involving a semi-direct product seems likely but is only a conjecture at present (see 
Example 6.5). 
iieuristics 1 (F acting on itself by conjugation). If F is a factorable pro-group in 
8, then, as shown below, F gives rise to a factorable pro-group/~ in e r  where, 
conceptually F acts on itself by conjugation and so lifts to e r .  The following con- 
ceptual discussion will motivate the definition below. 
We regard F as a group somewhere so that F(G) = Hom(F, G). If F acts on itself 
by conjugation, then this produces an action on Horn(F, G) so that if m:F--, G and 
'xEF', then x • m is such that x • m(y) = m(x-lyx). To translate this action into an 
0nto-glued-sheaf (i.e., an object of ~fr), we have to define zP(G)(H) (in concept 
the collection of all (onto) action maps from (H, H) to (Hom(F, G), F)). Such an 
action map consists of an (onto) f :F - *H  and A:H--*Hom(F,G) for which 
~(f(x)h)=x,;t(h). Since f is to be onto, it suffices that A(f(x))=x.m where 
tn=A(1). Suppose m eF0(Gl) for Gl c_ G. Then an element of ]~(G)(H) is determin- 
ed by feFo(H) and m ~Fo(Gl) subject o a condition of 'admissibility' that one 
can define ;t so that A(f(x)) =x • m. Then, if xe  Ker(f), we have m(x) ~ Cntr(Gl). 
Hence there is a homomorphism ¢:H- - ,  Gl/Cntr(G1) for which fbf=qm where 
q:Gl-*Gl/Cntr(G1) is the quotient map. The equation ¢f=qm translates to 
F(¢)(f) = F(q)(m). Hence 
Definition. Let F be a factorable pro-group in ¢. Let H and G be given groups 
along with Gl~G and fb:H--*Gl/Cntr(Gl) an onto homomorphism. Then 
Adm(¢) c_ Fo(H ) x F(G) is the equalizer defined as the 'set' of all (f, m) for which 
fEFo(H), m~Fo(G l) and F(fb)(f)=F(q)(m) (where q:Gl-*Gl/Cntr(Gl) is the 
quotient map and we regard F0(G1)~ F(G)). 
We further define F(G), an onto-glued-object, so that F(G)(H) is the union of 
Adm(O) for all possible O (with H-action and pullback maps for F(G) as defined 
in the lemma below). In view of the preceding heuristic discussion F(G) should cor- 
respond to the action of a pro-group F, which is F acting on itself by conjugation. 
Lemma 5.1. For each group G, F(G) is an onto-glued-sheaf, hence an object in E r. 
Proof. We first claim that the subobjects Adm(~) of Fo(H)× F(G) are pairwise dis- 
joint. If ~ : H~ Gl/Cntr(G1) and V/: H-* G2/Cntr(G2), then Adm(~b)NAdm0p) is 
empty unless G1 = G2 as otherwise Adm(~) projects onto Fo(G1) which is disjoint 
from Fo(G2), on which Adm(~) projects. But if G1 = G2, then Adm(~)N Adm(v/) 
maps to the equalizer of F(~) and F(V/) which is disjoint from Fo(H) unless ~ = V/. 
Secondly, we note that if h~H and g~Gl are chosen so that ~(h)=q(g), then 
there is a map h : Adm(~)--, Adm(f)h') defined symbolically by h(f, m) = (f, F(R)m). 
(Recall that ~ is conjugation by h etc.) This can be shown to set up an H-action on 
r(G)(H) over Fo(H). 
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Pullback maps are next. Let u : K ~ H be onto. Let (f, m) e Adm(¢) be given, and 
let beFo(K) be such that F(u)(b)=f. Then (b,f,m) is a typical member of the 
pullback of F(G)(H) along F0(u). Define (u symbolically by (u(b,f, m)= (b, m) in 
Adm(¢u). It is readily shown that (vu=F(o)*(~)(o (where F(o)* is the functor 
obtained by pulling back along F(o)). 
To show the H-universality of ~u, note that if k(b, m)= (b, m) is in the K-action 
on Adm(~), then m=F(g)(m) where ~,(k) =q(g). But meFo(Gl), so F(g) must be 
the identity (as m is in the equalizer of F0(~) and the identity, condition PL-2 of the 
pre-left exactness of F0). So g e Cntr(G1) so q(g) = 1 so ~,(k) = 1. Therefore, if k has 
the above trivial action propertywhenever k eKer(u), then k e Ker(u) implies 
k e Ker(¢/)so ¢/factors as eu and (b, m) is in the range of ~u. [] 
Lemma 5,2./~ can be regarded as a left exact functor from Groups to gr  (i.e., ]' 
is a pro-group). Also T" is factorable with ]'o(G) the union of Adm(¢)for  which 
cp :H-~G/Cntr(G) (that is G1 =G). Moreover, if F is proper, then F= U*F where 
U* is the underlying object functor of Proposition 2.5. 
Proof. (1) Functoriality: Let s :G~K be a group homomorphism. Let 
cp:H-)G1/Cntr(Gl) be given. Let /(1 be the image of G1 under ¢ and let 
~¢ :H~K1/Cntr(K 1)be the obvious map. If f~Fo(H) and (m,f)~Adm(¢),  then 
(F(s)m,f) is in Adm(g¢). It is straightforward to show that this defines a morphism 
/~(s) from P(G) to/~(K) which makes/~ a functor. 
(2) Left exactness of F: A straightforward verification shows that/~ preserves 
finite products and equalizers. 
(3) Factorability of ]" follows as indicated in the statement of this lemma. 
(4) F= U*/~: An 'element' of U*T'(G) is an element m ~Adm(~) lying over 
feFo(H) with an equivalence relation induced by the pullback maps {(u}- Since 
each Adm(C~)C_Fo(H)×F(G), there is a projection F(G)(H)--~]~(G). It is readily 
shown that two elements of U*F(G) are equivalent iff they project onto the same 
element of F(G) and that F(G)= U*F(G). [] 
Remark. If F:  Grp-~ ~ is a pro-group, then F has another lifting to a pro-group 
in e ~ r by letting F act trivially on itself. We shall also denote this pro-group by/' 
so long as there is no danger of confusion. Then F(G)(H) is F(G)xF0(H) etc. 
Heuristics 2 (Finding torsors in ~r) .  A A G-torsor 7' in ~r  should consist of an 
underlying ,4 G-torsor T in ~ together with a F-action that preserves (or commutes 
with) the G-action. We can then define or: T~F(G) so that off) : F~ G sends x~/' 
to the unique g e G for which xt = g-~t. It is readily verified that o(t) would be 
a group homomorphism for each t, moreover if o(t)(x)=g (so xt=g-lt) and if 
h~G, then xht=hxt (the F and G actions commute)=hg-lt=hg-lh-l(ht), so 
cr(ht) = F(h-)~(t). 
Conversely, given a ,4G-torsor T in ~ and (7: T-~F(G) with ¢z(ht)=F(h')o(t), 
then there would (in concept) be a F-action defined by xt = g-It, where g = o(t)~ 
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Reversing the above conceptual steps, this would define an action of F which 
preserves the G-action. We shall call a map ¢ having the above property, an interac- 
tion map (see formal definition below). A 3 G-torsor in ~'r should presumably be 
a zIG-torsor T in ¢t with an interaction map, ¢7. 
Given T and a, how can we construe (T, ¢7) as an object of @r, or as an onto- 
glued-sheaf? We must define (T, ¢7)(H) over F0(H) which, conceptually consists of 
an onto homomorphism s :  F--*H and a map m :H--* T such that m(s(x)h) =xm(h). 
(Since s is onto, the case h=l  suffices.) If t~T  is re(l), then or(t): T-*G and 
whenever xeKer(s), then xt=t=m(1)=m(s(x))( l )=xm(1)=xt,  so xeKer(¢7). 
Therefore, there exists f :H -~G for which fs=tT(t). In terms of the functor F, 
F(f)(s) = aft) in which case we shall say that (s, t) is an admissible pair for f. Con- 
versely, if (s, t) is admissible for f, then (m, s) is an action map where m(s(x)) = xt, 
this is well defined for if s(x) = 1, then xt = t by reversing the above argument. Of 
course, the discussion is neither a definition nor a proof that the G-torsors of @ r 
are of a certain form, but it will explain the definitions and propositions below. 
Definition. Let T be a A G-torsor in @ and let F be a progroup. Then an interaction 
map is a morphism tT: T- ,F (G)  such that tTg=F(p,)t7 (where tTg is the composition 
of t7 with g : T--, T). 
Definition. Let tT:T--,F(G) be an interaction map. Let f :  H - ,  G be a group 
homomorphism. We define the admissible pairs for  f ,  Adm(f)  ~ F0(H ) x T as the 
equalizer of F(f)p(1) and tTp(2) (where p(1),p(2) are the projections for 
F0(H) × T). We further define (T, tx)(H) as the union of all Adm(f)  as f ranges 
over the set of homomorphisms from H to G. (Note that if there is a danger of con- 
fusing Adm(f)  defined here with Adm(cr) in the definition of ]*, we shall use the 
notation tT-Adm(f) and ]~-Adm(¢) respectively.) 
Proposition 5.3. Let F be a proper, factorable pro-group on • and let G be a group 
in Sets. Let T be a AG-torsor in ~ and let t7 be an interaction map for  T. Then (T, tO 
as defined above can be given the structure of  an onto-glued-sheaf and as such it 
is a AG-torsor in g r  with U*(T,a)= T. 
Proof. First we note that the subobjects Adm(f) of F0(H) x T are pairwise disjoint 
as the intersection of Adm(f)  and Adm(f ' )  maps to the equalizer of F(f), F(f ' )  
which, when intersected with Fo(H), must be empty unless f=f '  (by pre-left exact- 
ness of  F0). 
We define the H-action on (T, ¢0(H) symbolically by h(s,t)=(s,f(h-l)t).  
As for the pullback maps, let u : K--* H be onto, let f :  H~ G, let '(s, t) ~ Adm(f) '  
and 'b~F0(K ), be such that F(u)(b)=s. Then (b,s,t) is a typical element of the 
pullback of Adm(f)  along F0(u). Define ~u into Adm(fm) by ~u(b, s, t)= (b, t). A 
familiar type of argument (cf. the proof of Lemma 5.1) shows that (T, o) is an onto- 
glued-sheaf (hence is in @r). 
To show that (T, a) is a A G-torsor in ~ r, we must find a G-action which com- 
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mutes with the H-action and the pullback maps and has the torsor property. FOr 
each g ~ G, define g: Adm(f )  ~ Adm(£f) by the formula g(s, t) = (s, gt). This is 
readily seen to be a G-action in the category of onto-glued-sheves (i.e., e r ) .  We 
must further show that (T, or) is inhabited and that the obvious map G x (T, tr)-~ 
(T, iT) x (T, tr) is an equivalence. To prove that (T, cr) ~ 1 is epi, form the quotient of 
(T, tr) as a subobject of 1 in the category of onto-glued-objects. Sheafify this subob. 
ject to get the image of (T, tr) in 1. It turns out to be 1, by considering the Pullback 
maps for the projections H× G~G.  
Next consider G x Adm(f )x  Adm(f )x  Adm(pff). This is clearly a mono and if 
(s, tl), (s, t2) is in Adm(f l )x  Adm(f2) (in the product over s ~ F0(H)), then there ex- 
ists geG with t2=gtl so f2=P~fl, as Adm(f  2) is not disjoint from Adm(p~fl). This 
shows that the map from G x (T, tr) to (T, tT)x (T, tT) is epi as well as mono. 
Finally, U*(T, tT) = T as all 'elements' of U*(T, tr) can be uniquely represented in 
the form (or(t), t) in Adm(1G). [] 
Corollary 5.4. Every AG-torsor T of  ¢ has a canonical lift to a AG-torsor of ~ x. 
(In other words, the fundamental group has a natural action on each AG-torsor.) 
Proof. The coprojection map (from the colimit used to define 7t) from T to n(G) 
is an interaction map. (The map g: G ~ G induces a second G-action on T such that 
g: T~ T is G-equivariant.) [] 
Proposition 5.5 (Converse to Proposition 5.3). Let F be a proper, factorable pro- 
group in • and let 7" be a AG-torsor in ¢r. Let T=U*(7"). Then there exists an 
interaction map or: T ~ F(G) for  which (T, tT) is G-equivalent to 7". 
Proof. Regard 7" as an onto-glued-sheaf, so 7"(H) has an H-action over F0(H) and 
H-universal pullback maps ~'u. Moreover, 7" has a G-action so each 7( / / )  has a G- 
action which commutes with the H-action and the puUbacks. 
We can define H× T(H)~G so that (h,m) goes to g where hm =g- lm (that is, 
g = div(m, hm) where div : T × T~ G is the 'division' map such that div(tl, t2)=g iff 
tl = gt2, see [5, p. 272]). This map has an exponential adjunct 7'(H) ~ G A (which is 
A(G ~) as A preserves exponents when ~ is molecular, see [1, Theorem 15]). It can 
be shown that 7"(H) maps to Horn(H, G), the set of group homomorphisms from 
H to G (the proof uses the fact that the H-action and G-action on P(H)  commute). 
For each fe  Horn(/-/, G), let 7"(H)f be the complemented subobject of 7"(/-/) that 
maps to f.  Now 7"(H)f projects to Fo(H) which maps to F(G) via F(f) .  Thus 
7"(/-/) = ~ 7'(/-/)f maps to F(G). On the other hand, there is a map 7"(/-/) ~ U*(~. 
By examining the kernel pair, the map from 7"(H) to F(G) factors throu$h 
tT: U*(7")~F(G). Let T= U*(7"). Then tr is readily seen to be an interaction map 
for T. ~ 
Finally, (T, tT) must be shown to be equivalent to 7' as a AG-torsor in E r. We 
shall map 7" to (T, tT). It suffices to map each 7'(H)f to (T, tT)(H). But 7"(H)f maps 
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to fl0(H) x T and it is readily shown that 7"(H)f maps into Adm(f)  (in the defini- 
tion of (T, tr)). This leads to a map from 7' to (T, tr) which is readily shown to be 
0.equivariant, hence an equivalence (as the only O-equivariant maps between d G- 
torsors are equivalences, ee [5, pp. 272-273]). [] 
Finally, we need to identify the connected  G-torsors in C r. We do this when 
F.~zl ~ for ~ a pro-group in Sets. 
l~finition. A pro-group F in ~ is constant if there exists a pro-group ~ in Sets with 
F=A~. 
Lemma 5.6. Let F be a constant, proper, factorable pro-group in ~¢. Let (T, a) be 
a ztG-torsor in gr. Then (T, or) is connected (in gr)  i f f  there are subgroups Go, G1 
of G such that every molecule o f  T is a connected AGo-tOrsor, cr maps T into 
Fo(GO, every element of  Go commutes with each element of  Gl and G = GoG1. 
Proof. Let T O be any molecule of T. By Lemma 2.7, there exists a subgroup Go of 
G such that To is a Go-subtorsor. ¢r maps To to a molecule of F(G) which is 
necessarily contained in some Fo(GI) for G1 c_ G, in fact if F=A ~F, there exists 
xe ~0(Gl) with ¢r mapping To to A{x}, a copy of 1 and a molecule of Fo(Gl). So 
for all go~Go and all ' te To', we see that ¢r(t)=cr(got)=F~o)cr(t) (asthere is only 
one map to A {x} which is equivalent to 1), so Fo(go) preserves A {x} and by pre-left 
exactness of Fo the map go and the identity map must have identical restrictions to 
Gl (as ¢r maps T to the equalizer of 1 and F(go)). This means that each go ~ Go com- 
mutes with each gl ~ Ol. 
GoGl is now a well-defined subgroup and we can construct a A(g0G1) subtorsor 
of (T,a) in ¢ r  (by restricting cr to the G1-orbit of To). So if (T,u) is connected, 
then GoGl is all of G. The converse follows by Lemma 2.7, under the hypotheses 
there can be no AH-subtorsors of (T, ~r) with H a proper subgroup of G. [] 
Theorem 5.7. Let ~ be a connected Orothendieck topos which is molecular over Sets 
and let F be a proper, constant, factorable pro-group in @. Then P denotes a pro- 
group in ~¢r and the fundamental pro-group n(~) in ~ has a trivial lifting to ~r, 
also denoted ~z(¢~). With this notation, 
n(~' r) = F x z~(¢). 
Proof. (1) ~(@r) and 1~× ~r(@) are both factorable so it suffices to show that their 
0nto-portions are equivalent. Note that n(gr)o(G) is a coproduct of (T, a) # where 
(T, a) is a connoted AG-torsor so that, by Lemma 5.6, there are subgroups Go, Gl 
of G which commute with G = GoG I. 
Furthermore (Px n(eD))0(G) is a union of Fo(Gl) x n(~)0(G 0) where, by the proof 
of Lemma 2.9 (outlined before the statement of the lemma) Go and Gl satisfy the 
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same requirements. So we may as well assume that Go and G1 are given so that 
they, along with (T, ~), satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5.6. 
(2) We next define a map (Z a)~F0(Gl). Since the notation 'Adm(f) '  is used in 
both the definition of (T, a) and/~, we shall distinguish them as a-Adm(f) and/'. 
Adm(0) respectively. Let q: GI-*G1/Cntr(GI) be the quotient and define a map 
from ~-Adm(f) to P-Adm(qf) by sending the 'element' (s, t) to (s, aft)) (where 
s ~ F0(H) for given H). It is readily checked that this defines a map from (T, a) to 
F'o(Gl). 
(3) We next define a map (T,a)~n(#)0(Go). For each H, u(# )o(~0) is 
to(H) × [J T :  where T~ varies over a representative set of connected Z~Go-torsors in 
#. (This lifts n(#) to a pro-group in #r  with trivial action.) The map fro~ 
(r, a)(H) to to(H) is the projection. There is also a map (T, a)(H) to T which ma~ 
to U ~ * where T~ ranges over the molecules of T. It can readily be checked that 
this defines a map. 
(4) In view of (2) and (3) we can map each (T, a) to to(G1) x n(e~)0(Go), which is 
contained in (/~× ~(8))o(G ). These maps factor through (T, a) # and so lead to a 
map from ~(e~r)o(G) to (1~× ~(e~)o(G). 
(5) We claim that the map in (4) is mono. We shall show that the kernel pair of 
the map from (T, a)(/-/) to ~o(GI)(H)× ~o(Go)(/-/) coincides with the kernel pair of 
the map from (T, ¢)(H) to (T, or)#(H) (namely, the kernel pair obtained by factor. 
ing out by the action of the center of G). 
We proceed symbolically. Let (sl, tl) in a-Adm(f 1) and (s2, tz) in a-Adm(fi)be 
equated by the map. From (T, ¢)(H) to F0(G1)(H)× ~o(Go)(/-/). Then they map to 
the same 'element' (s,x) of/~-Adm(0) (in ~(G1)(H)). Thus sl=sz=s, ¢r(fi)= 
a(tz) = x and qfl = qfz = 0. Since F(fl)(s)- F(f2)($), it follows that fl =fz (by pre- 
left exactness of F o, condition PL-2 in the definition prior to Proposition 2.3, note 
SeFo(H)). Let tz=gtl. Then a(Ii)=F(g)¢(/2). So, by PL-2 again, ~ is the identity 
on G~ (as #(t~), #(12) are in Fo(G~), which means that g commutes with each element 
of G~. 
Moreover, (s, fi),(s, t2) are mapped to the same element in Fo(H) × ~ Ti #= 
~o(G)(/-/) (where { T~} is a representative set of Go-torsors). Assume to ~ To, tl ~ T~, 
molecule of T (all of which are Go-subtorsors as Go is normal). There exists a 
C0-equivalence ~. • To--' TI for which ~(to) = t~ (this is how equivalence is determin- 
ed in ~o(G)). By connectedness ~t = gt for all t ~ To (otherwise write To as a disjoint 
union (To)h where At=ht on (To)h and apply connectedness). Since ~I is 
Go-equivariant, g must commute with all elements of Go. From the above conclu- 
sion (that g commutes with elements of G~), g is in the center of G which leads to 
the claimed statement about the kernel pair. 
(6) The map in (4) is epi. We can readily construct the image of (T, ~r) in the 
category of onto-glued-objects. It maps onto F all products of the form r. 
Adm(g/') × ~t(~o(Go). Moreover, when we sheafify this object, we pick up the fell 
image. To get at F-Adm(0) where O.H~G~(Cntr(GI)), we pull 0 back alo~ 
q'.G~-*G~/Cntr(GO and consider the pullback maps which are to be made//" 
universal in the sheafification process. [] 
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corollary 5.8. I f  r is a proper, factorable pro-group in Sets, then 7t(Sets r) = P. 
6. Examples 
6.1. Factorable pro-groups in Sets 
Since the fundamental pro-group of a pointed, molecular topos is a factorable 
pro-group in Sets, we want to characterize these pro-groups. The result below was 
obtained jointly with my colleague David Joyce, as stated in [7]. The further ques- 
tion, of when a pro-group has a topological representation, is discussed in Examples 
6.2-6.4. 
Terminology. If G is a group in Sets, then G shall be identified with the represen- 
table Pro-group Horn(G,-).  We also regard G as a discrete localic group formed 
by the locale 2 G of all subsets of G. We say that the pro-group F is represented by 
the localic group X if, for every group H, F(H) is the set Hom(X, H) of localic 
group homomorphisms from X to the discrete localic group H. 
proposition. Let F:  Grp ~ Sets be a pro-group in Sets. Then, using the above ter- 
minology, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) F is factorable. 
(2) F preserves infinite intersections (of subgroups). 
(3) F is the limit (in pro-groups) o f  an inversely filtered system of  groups and on- 
to homomorphisms. 
(4) F is represented by a localic group. 
Proof. We shall prove (2) ~ (1) ~ (3) ~ (4) ~ (2). 
(2)~(1). Straightforward. Define Fo(G) as the set of all x in F(G) for which 
there is no  proper subgroup H wi th / ( /4 )  containing x. 
(1) ~ (3). This is a standard canonical diagram argument. Define a vertex (G, x) 
of the diagram to be a group G together with an element x of F0(G). Define (f, x, y) 
to be an edge if f :  G ~ H is a group homomorphism, (G, x) and (H, y) are vertices 
and F(f)(x) =y. Then f is necessarily onto (as y e ['(f(G)). By assigning G to (G, x) 
and f to (f, ~ y) we have constructed the required inversely filtered system of groups. 
(The verification is straightforward.) 
(3)~(4). Let {G(i)} be the given system, with onto maps p(i,j):G(j)--*G(i) 
whenever i<_j. To construct the limit of this diagram in the category of locales let 
us consider the topological limit ,~ of {G(i)}. Let {p(i):~'--*G(i)} be the projec- 
tions. Since the original system is inversely filtered, the sets p(i)-1(g) are closed 
under finite intersections and form a base for the topology on ,~'. Therefore, each 
open set U is determined by the collection of all elements g in G(i), for varying i, 
for which p(i)- l (g)~ U. Alternatively, for each open set U, let U(i)~ GO) be the 
set of all such g. Then U is determined by the collection { U(i)}, which satisfies: 
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(a) If i<_j, then p(i,j)-l(U(i))c_ U(j). 
(b) I fge  G(i) and if there exists j with i<_j and p(i,j)-l(g) c_ U(j), then g¢ U(i). 
Observe that the locale of all open subsets ~ is given as the collection of all 
families { U(i)} satisfying (a) and Co) - provided that the projections p(i) are all on. 
to (concerning which see Examples 6.2-6.4). This observation suggests that we 
define a locale X as the set of all families { U(i)} satisfying (a) and (b) (regardless 
of whether p(i):,~--,G(i) is always onto). Further define {U(i)} to be a presheaf 
if it satisfies (a). A presheaf is a sheaf if it also satisfies (b), so X is the locale of 
all sheaves. (That the presheaves form a locale is easily shown; the sheaves are deter. 
mined by a j-topology.) It is also readily verified that X is the limit (in locales) of 
the diagram of discrete localic groups G(i). It follows that X is a localic group with 
group operations determined by the G(i). For example a sheaf { U(i)} contains the 
group identify iff there exists an i for which 1 e U(i). Also the product XxX (in 
locales) is a similar inverse limit, hence X x X is the locale of product sheaves p 
where P(i) c_ G(i) x G(i) and the analogues of conditions (a),(b) are satisfied. The 
multiplication operation XxX- ,X  is given by a Heyting homomorphism (i.e. a 
function preserving 0, 1, finite intersecting and all unions) from X to X x X which 
assigns the product sheaf P to the sheaf U where P(i) is the inverse image under 
multiplication in G(i) of U(i). 
We claim that X represents F. Let H be any group in Sets. Then F(H) is the 
filtered colimit of Hom(G(i),H). Clearly each homomorphism G(i)-,H is 
represented by a localic group homomorphism from X to H (factoring through the 
projections from X to G(i)). The main step is to show that conversely, every localic 
group homomorphism h :X  ~H factors through some projection X--* G(i). (The re- 
maining steps needed to show that X represents F are then easy.) Note that h cor- 
responds to a Heyting homomorphism f : 2n- ,X  which preserves the group 
operations. Let E=f({ 1 }). Then E is a sheaf which contains the identity so there 
exists i with 1 ~E(i). Note also that the projection map X--*G(i) corresponds toa 
Heyting homomorphism which assigns to each S ~ G(i) the smallest sheaf S for 
which S(i)= S. To show that h factors through the projection X--*G(i), it suffices 
to show that if T_  H and if S =f(T)(i), then f (T)  = S. This in turn is equivalent to
showing that if Tc_H and i<_j (where i is as above, that is 1 ~E(i) for E=f({l})) 
and if g ef(T)( j) ,  then p(i,j)(g) ef(T)(i). But the set E(j)F(T)(j) (of products of 
elements of E(j) with f(T)(j)) must be equal to f(T)(f)  (as f preserves multi#ca- 
tion). Moreover the kernel ofp(i,j) is contained in E(j) (as 1 ~ E(i)) and we can pro- 
ve p(i,j)(g)ef(T)(i) by applying condition CO) to the sheaf (T). 
(4) = (2). It is well known, and not hard to show, that the inclusion of the category 
of Sets into Locales (using the discrete locale) preserves arbitrary intersections of 
subsets. From this (2) follows. (It is also well known, and not hard to verify, that 
the inclusion of Sets into Locales preserves finite limits so every localic group 
represents a left-exact functor, i.e. a pro-group in Sets.) [] 
Remarks. (1) Not everypro-group in Sets is factorable. Let G(i) be a f'dtered system 
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of subgroups of a group G such that the infinite intersection is not in the system. 
i)¢finit F so that F(H) is the colimit of Hom(G(i), H). Then F preserves finite limits 
but not infinite intersections (e.g. the intersection of all G(i)), so F is not factorable. 
(2) The implication (1) = (2) of the above proposition works for pro-groups in any 
topos, but the converse is not true in general. Let E be the topos of sheaves over 
the Sierpinski space, so that an object E is, in effect, a function f :  S~ T where S, T 
are sets (the stalks over the two points). Define F :Grp- - ,E  so that F(G) is the 
unique function G ~ 1. Then F preserves all intersections but is not factorable 
because F(G) has no non-trivial complemented subobjects. 
(3) The fundamental pro-group of a pointed, molecular topos is, in effect, a 
10calic group. (The construction in this paper produces a factorable pro-group in 
Sets.) As a partial converse, every factorable pro-group is such a fundamental pro- 
group (as follows from Corollary 5.8). 
6.2. Topological representation ffactorable pro-groups 
We shall prove the following two results: 
(i) Let F be a factorable pro-group which is a limit of an inversely f'dtered system 
of groups {G~} and onto homomorphisms. Let X be the limit of this system in 
topological groups. If each projection from X to G i is onto, then X represents F. 
(Conversely, if F is represented by any topological group, then it is represented by 
X and the projections are onto.) 
(ii) If a pointed, molecular connected topos ~ admits a countable set {T/} of 
torsors which are cofinal (so that every splittable object in ¢~ is split by some T/), 
then the fundamental pro-group is a topological group. 
Proof. (i) follows from the proof that (3) = (4) in Example 6.1 above. The converse 
is fairly easy - if the topological group ~ represents F, then there are compatible 
maps from Y to each Gi (representing the obvious element of F(Gi)) so Y maps to 
X. Also the maps from Y to Gi must be onto (as they are epic in the category of 
groups). It follows that each projection from X to Gi is onto. 
(ii) In this case, the filtered system defining the fundamental pro-group has a 
countable, co final subsystem and from this it follows that the projections from the 
limit are onto. Thus (i) applies. [] 
An example of case (ii) is given below. 
6.3. Fundamental group of  a non-locally simply connected space 
Let X be the topological space consisting of countably many disjoint circles 
tangent at a common point with radii converging to O. Then the spatial topos, 
Shy(X), of sheaves on X is molecular, connected and Grothendieck but not locally 
simply connected [1]. The fundamental pro-group is represented by the inverse limit 
of F(n) (the free group on n letters) where the map F(n + 1) --* F(n) sends letter n + 1 
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to the identity element. (This system is cofinal in the f'fltered system of Section 4. 
The group F(n) arises from the torsor which 'unravels' the first n circles.) The ~ 
verse limit F is readily seen to be the completion of the free group F(co), where the 
kernels of the maps F(co)--, F(n) form a base of neighborhoods of the identity. (To 
prove this, let {G--,F(n)} be a compatible family of maps. Then each ge  G defines 
a Cauchy filter on F(co).) 
This topological group F (which, without its topology, is the classical fundamental 
group of X) is, in effect, the Kennison fundamental pro-group. Sets r is the 
category of all discrete sets on which F acts continuously (i.e., FxS- - ,S  is con. 
tinuous). Therefore Sets r fully embeds into Shy(X), onto the subcategory of
locally split objects. The subcategory for which F x S- ,  S is uniformly continuous 
corresponds to Spl(Shv(X)). 
6. 4. Counter-example about inverse limits of groups 
Let {Ga} be an inversely filtered system of groups and onto homomorphisms. 
Then the inverse limit G need not map onto each G a. This is noted in [3, p. 216], 
with reference to [4]. However, Henkin's counter-examples are only for diagrams 
of sets. Nonetheless they can be used to generate counter-examples for groups as 
indicated below. 
Let {Sa} be a system of non-empty sets indexed by a linearly ordered set with 
compatible onto functions p:  Sp--,S a for a<fl. Further assume that Lim{Sa} is 
empty (Henkin's construction [4] guarantees the existence of such systems). Let 
Z(Sa) denote the free abelian group on Sa. We claim that the resulting inversely 
filtered system of groups and onto maps has trivial limit (namely the one-point 
group which we shall denote by {0}). Assume that (~ Lira Z(Sa) is not 0. Let 
(a e Z(S~) be the projection of ( and let Supp((a) be the finite subset of Sa on which 
Ca depends. Then Supp((ao ) is non-empty for some a0, else (= 0. For a > a0, say 
that x ~ Supp((a) is persistent if p(x) ~ Supp((y) whenever a0-< ~' < a. It follows by 
an argument sketched below that p maps the persistent elements of Supp((a) onto 
Supp((a0) whenever a>ao. Then the inversely filtered system of persistent 
elements in S a for a> a0 has onto maps (see below) hence a non-empty limit by 
compactness (as each Supp((~) is finite, see e.g. [3, pp. 217-218]). This limit maps 
to Lira Sa (as the a for which a >_ a0 are cofinai) contradicting that Lira Sa is empty. 
Argument about persistent elements: First note that (a~Z(B) for B ~Su iff 
Supp((a) ~ B. Therefore Supp((a) ~ p(Supp((/~)) whenever a_< ]~. Next let 
Y~ Supp((ao) and a_> a 0 be given. We claim that there exists a persistent x in 
Supp((a) that maps to y. Let M~Supp((a) be p-1(y). M is non-empty (as 
p(Supp(~ai)) ~ Supp(~a0)) and if M has just one element, an easy argument shows 
that the element persists. Proceed by induction on n, the cardinal of M. Whenever 
3' is between a0 and a let M(y) be the set of all elements of Supp(¢r) that project 
onto y. Clearly M(y)~ p(M) (as p(Supp(~a) ) ~ Supp(~r)) and the cardinal of each 
M(y) is between 1 and n. If there exists y such that this cardinal is strictly betweea 
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1 and n, then the results follows by a (properly stated) induction hypothesis (see 
below). Otherwise, each M(y) has cardinal 1 or n and a direct argument shows the 
persistence of  all of M. (The induction hypothesis should be stated so as to imply 
that P maps the persistent elements of Supp(~ B) onto those of Supp(~a) whenever 
a~ ]~.) (This argument depends on the nature of the free abelian group and does not 
seem to extend to other algebraic systems, such as rings.) 
6.5. Semi-direct products and 7~(# r) 
Let G be any finite non-abelian group. Let • = Sets ° and let G be the group in 
8 given by G acting on itself by conjugation. Then ~fc= (SetsO)O is the category 
of sets S with a G-action (denoted by juxtaposition) and a ¢~-action (denoted by ,) 
such that •:  ¢~ x S--, S is G-equivariant. Define the semi-direct product G • ¢~ that 
results from the action of G on G (in other words, the elements of G.  ¢~ coincides 
with those of G x G and group multiplication is defined by 
(a, b)(x, y) = (ax, x -l bxy). 
Then ¢fc is readily seen to be Sets °*c so p*~z(~f ) = G • G (where p*" e ~ ~--, Sets is 
the obvious point). This contradicts [7, Theorem 3.3] which indicates that the direct 
product G × O ought to be p*7~(e~c). In general, 7~(e D) seems to act on any pro- 
group F and the resulting semi-direct product seems to be the fundamental group 
of #r. The action is trivial when F is constant which explains this hypothesis in 
Theorem 5.7. 
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